
HAA AGM MINUTES 

Sunday 18th March 2018 

Northfields Community Centre 

 

Item Discussion & decision 

1. 

Apologies 

There were no Apologies 

 

2. Agree 

Minutes 

2017 AGM 

Vinka Reeves (VR) asked if there were any comments on the minutes and if all agreed. No comments all 

agreed  

3..Matters 

Arising 

Kay Dudman(KD) asked about the sinking fund and if it could only be spent on fencing and if it had all been 

done. VR said it had been spent on asbestos removal, Midhurst gate repair, Dangerous tree removal and 

repairing fencing where required. VR advised Pathways are looking into illegal gates onto the allotment 

from residents that are not allotment tenants, some money may be spent on closing these. KD also asked if 

the fence was complete as many parts belonged to resident VR confirmed it is complete. 

 

4.Chair’s 

Report 

VR covered all the topics in the Chairman’s Report a hard copy or e-mail can be sent on request. Covered: 

defined Roles; two-year project plan; the temporarily extended rental year with the note that if people are 

finding it hard to pay 18months in one go to contact pathways who will discuss payment terms; 

Communications; HAA website; Complaints procedure; Pathway’s Cultivation standards; Guidance for plot 

inspections; Plot management; Site maintenance; Tree Survey, Vacated plots; Midhurst gates; Horse 

manure; Wood chip; Skips. VR mentioned some plot holders bring waste from home for the skips, which 

not permitted; Asset of Community Value; Communal Greenhouse Project; Volunteers; Thank you to all 

committee and Paul Newell (PN) who managed the site so well.  

The procedures and documents created by the last committee are guidelines to prove a fair and impartial 

view of the areas they cover. It also provides a list of suppliers for our allotment needs.  

Plot 36 had a dangerous Scott’s Pine which was removed on the advice of 3 tree surgeons. The remaining 

large trunk has been disked up and is drying these will be given to plot holders to use as plot numbers  

Questions from the floor 

KD asked who paid for repairs to the water system. Keith Massey provided information as to what happened 

on Blondin. It was confirmed that we were responsible for the cost of simple repairs, but Pathways are 

responsible for the pipes below the ground and repairs to the meter.  

Kate Glynn(KG) advised skip would always be abused, Keith Massey gave an overview of Blondin 

methods, KD asked for a specific list for what can be put in skips. Len Harding questioned the need to bring 

skips on site, others agreed, Denise Hopkins advised skips used to come on community days Keith 

Massey(KM) suggested bringing community payback worker to help with community days and filling skips. 

There was a general discussion about skips and a vote was taken as to whether we should have them. Only 

11/42 which was a minority said no. RD advised skip can take green waste by prior agreement.  

 

5 Treasurer  1. Ruth Dales (RD)Accounts are healthy £4141 from pathways which come in annually 

2. Other income was sinking fund money from pathways for Asbestos removal, and contributions 

from plotholders for Asbestos removal and tree work.  

3. Expenditure is self-explanatory and the cost for tree work was higher than usual due to our tree 

management programme 

4. We are spending roughly 67% or 2/3 of our annual budget. 

5. John McArthur(JM) asked what the balance of the account was and asked that this could be 

presented at future AGM’s RD explained it is quite healthy.  

. 

6.Election 

of Officers 

& 

Committee 

members 

VR advised that all the committee except Orla Kelly and Lita Hill were standing down 

Requested for nomination for committee members 

Chair Johan Ditmar 

RD proposed, Anthony Belfrage 2nd, majority voted in favour 

Treasurer- Anne Tierney 

Lita Hill(LH) Proposed KM 2nd 

Secretary Lita Hill 

OK proposed RD 2nd 

 

It was agreed that the deputy chair would be chosen by the new committee members 

All the below volunteered their service at the meeting. Members of the outgoing committee proposed and 

seconded all the volunteers and the members voted them all in unanimously 

 

Colin Hewson   

Keith Massey  

Kate Glynn 

Julie Perkins 

Orla Kelly 

Caro Sanders 



7.Matters 

Raised by 

Members 

Asset of Community Value. 

Anne Tierney explained the point of gaining Asset of Community Value status. It will give us some 

protection should Pathways try to build on our site and we will have the right to buy before they can build. 

The surrounding houses might also want to contribute. The site was valued at £340,000 in 2008. 

It has been in continuous use as an agricultural site since 1741 and has been an allotment since 1912. It is 

important that we can prove our value, by our social benefit, visits by schools the heart foundation advised 

people’s health have benefited. 

2 plot holders have bees, Sonia has arranged school visits as has Viv. Anne needs as many examples of 

benefits as possible. A form was passed round to get the details of 21 plot holders on the electoral register 

who support this application. Anne will also want to interview a couple of long standing plot holders. KG 

asked what the timings were as she has a lot of information, AT advised they are fluid as it must fit around 

existing obligations.  

 

Composting Toilets  

LH explained that PN had given her information that (Ealing Allotment Partnership) EAP had grants from 

the council for composting toilets and we were due a site visit. If we can’t get a toilet that way Anne U at 

Pathways had advised that a compositing toilet would come out of a sinking fund. 

KM gave and overview of their toilet at Blondin. 

A vote was called for Composting toilets and the majority were in favour.  LH advised that it would be 

likely we would have to build it ourselves and we would need a rota for keeping it clean as the bins need 

emptying from time to time Sonia Pearce (SP) advised that KM one on Blondin would be too big, and the 

one at Northfields has two refuse size bins that need emptying sometimes, sawdust is required to help with 

the decomposition and there is very little smell.  

 

Gillian Brown(GB) asked Where can materials that can’t be burnt go, for those people without cars, there 

was quite a lot of discussion that all could be composted, perhaps those with cars can help. Getting nowhere 

it was deferred as an agenda point for the next committee.  

 

Community Greenhouse. (CGH) 

OK gave an overview of the progress so far with the CGH. Explained that the CGH  survey was 

inconclusive., also explained that Pathways size requirement had caused delay.  

Thanked all the hardworking volunteers who had helped thus far. 

Assured then the project would continue until it was built. Allayed tenant fears that it would cost a lot of 

money, but she assured us that the easy to remove base would be the only part that cost money the rest 

would all be reclaimed material.  

 

Important Dates for your Diary. 

VR advised that WEDNESDAY 21st March is the last day to pay the rent, although pathways may be 

accommodating if 18nth fee is too great in one go.  

 

30th March last day for burning.  

 

Suggestions for future project 

8.Any 

other 

business 

GB asked why we pay more pro rata for ¼ plot than half plot. VR advised that Pathways set the fees and we 

have no control over it. 

 

KD asked about the half plot rule. It was explained, that those people who had a whole plot or more could 

keep it so long as they are managing it. If they leave, then the plot will be divided as there is a large waiting 

list. VR confirmed it came from pathways. 

 

RD explained that with the Pathways data update, they had left a redundant e-mail on their system for 

allotment applicants, and to let the committee know of anyone who has said they are on the list. 

There are also some additional waiting list members from Edas about whom we had not originally been 

notified. 

 

JM mentioned the maintenance team volunteers and spoke to PN for details. LH advised that there are a 

team of 4 

 

Letitia gave a thank you to the committee 

 

There is apparently a picture of the original allotment team on the wall at the Old Trading Hut.  

 


